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TRIMMINGS & TIEBACKS
Villa Nova’s first extensive range of trimmings and tiebacks add the perfect finishing 

touch and a creative flourish. 

This essential collection features decorative and embroidered braids, elegant fringes, 
exquisite tie backs, playful pom poms and a simple key tassel. An ideal way to introduce 
sophistication and individuality to drapes, blinds, furniture and cushions, these trimming 

have been cleverly designed to embellish a variety of differently styled interiors.  
Comprising of three distinct looks; ‘rustic and neutral’, ‘colourful cottons’ and ‘opulent 

and glitzy’ these trimmings aim to add intrigue to any textile. 

I am extremely excited to offer the premier 
trimming collection from Villa Nova that has been 
created to work in any interior

Hayley McAfee, Villa Nova Design Director



T84  
TUFTY BRAID

Small multi-coloured 
tassels add a playful and 
fun detail to a variety of 
home furnishings.

Available in 7 colours

T85  
DOT FRINGE

A simple, double fringed 
trim with a contrasting 
dot detailing.

Available in 4 colours

T87  
BLOCK CORDING

A simple cotton piping 
cord with ribbed detailing, 
coloured in a range 
of versatile shades to 
complement our fabric 
collections.

Available in 11 colours

T88  
TWILL TAPE

A smart cotton tape with 
contrasting yarns that 
create a twill appearance 
adding a hint of colour 
and texture to any style 
soft furnishing.

Available in 7 colours



T94  
KNITTED BRAID

Add interesting detailing 
to soft furnishings with 
this stylish, striped braid, 
knitted using multi-
coloured yarns.

Available in 5 colours

T89  
OPENWORK BRAID

A beautiful cotton braid with 
an open weave structure. 
Simple yet elegant, the open 
nature of this braid makes it 
the perfect trim to embellish 
a sheer fabric.

Available in 6 colours

T92  
BOBBLE FRINGE 

Simple, knitted bobbles 
on a textured woven 
braid. 

Available in 8 colours

T106  
ABSTRACT BORDER

A colourful wide braid with 
an abstract embroidered 
pattern with corded 
detailing. This border adds 
personality and colour to 
cushions, blinds and drapes.

Available in 5 colours



T104  
JUTE BORDER

A wide cotton border 
with a looping pattern of 
embroidered jute cord that 
perfectly complements 
natural shades. 

Available in 1 colours

T95  
CHENILLE FRINGE 

A rustic chenille double 
fringe with appealing 
natural texture.

Available in 1 colours

T103  
CHENILLE BORDER

A textural and rustic style 
border woven with a 
combination of matt and 
lustrous chenille yarns that 
is pleasing in its simplicity. 

Available in 1 colours

T101  
ROPE TIE BACK

A classic cotton rope 
tie back in a range of 
essential and versatile 
shades.

Available in 4 colours



T105  
CORDED BORDER

An elegant border 
embroidered with an 
all-over triangular pattern 
that is the perfect creative 
embellishment for stylish 
drapes, blinds and 
cushions.  

Available in 2 colours

T86
KEY TASSEL

A simple and timeless 
key tassel that adds an 
understated finishing 
touch to soft furnishings. 

Available in 2 colours

T96  
CHEVRON BRAID

Zig zags of lustrous 
cording creates this 
refined and elegant 
geometric braid.

Available in 2 colours

T97  
LUSTROUS 
CORDING

A shimmering piping 
cord with subtly textured 
detailing.

Available in 2 colours

T99 
TASSEL TIE BACK

A sophisticated tassel 
tieback with a stylish 
metallic casing that has 
an elegant pearlised 
finish.

Available in 2 colours

T100  
TEXTURED 
FRINGE

A luxurious textured 
fringe that adds a 
creative finishing touch 
to upholstery, cushions 
and drapes.

Available in 2 colours



T107  
TRELLIS BORDER

A striking, simple 
embroidered trellis 
design on a wide braid.

Available in 6 colours

T90 
TWO TONE 
RUCHE

A stunning two tone 
ruche that offers the 
perfect textural detail to 
any style soft furnishings.

Available in 5 colours

T93 
BIG POM BRAID

A large statement, soft 
pom pom braid that 
adds fun and style to 
furniture and drapes. 

Available in 4 colours



ABOUT US 
 

Founded in 1993, Villa Nova is a young and vibrant brand with a dedicated team of talented  
in-house designers led by Design Director, Hayley McAfee. Villa Nova produces distinctive and eclectic 

collections based upon the philosophy of creating modern, versatile fabrics, wallcoverings 
 and accessories that offer affordable style.

Villa Nova is a division of The Romo Group, a family run business in its fifth generation. The range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network of selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and images, we are also happy to arrange interviews 
and offer expert commentary from our designers. 

UK
Iain Niven 

iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian

tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Roberta Natalini

roberta.natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727 016


